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Abstract—This paper presents a real-time method for crack detection used in our apparatus of road characterisation - AMAC®. The method based on a set of image processing tasks: bi-level thresholding, morphological operation, and projection. The method have been tested on three kinds of images: the first ones are images taken in laboratory in static mode and 'ideal' lighting condition, the second ones are static images taken by a normal camera in static mode without control of lighting condition and the third ones are images acquired by AMAC®. The result of these tests, in addition, verified the quality of the apparatus AMAC® in acquiring road images.

Index Terms—Edge detection, defect detection, pavement cracks detection, quality control, road inspection, texture analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The detection of defects in road surfaces is necessary for keeping a well maintained of road network. In the past, the detection of road defects was done visually by a technician driving along the road at speed of 5 to 10 kilometers per hour using an on board data acquisition device. By this way, vehicle speed of the data acquisition, the safety of qualified staff and road users were not satisfied at all [1]. To resolve this problem, some devices for monitoring condition of road surface speedly, with better quality of data acquired were developed. Some such devices are CSIRO’s road crack detection vehicle [2], and Roadware’s WiseCrax, crack detection system [3]. Unfortunately, by the commercial nature of these systems, information on their algorithms of image processing for the crack detection are limited. In addition, by the difference of the pavement of road in France, these systems do not satisfy the requirements for road maintenance. The maintenance of road in France requires information about the cracks as small as 1 mm wide.

We developed a system AMAC® [4] - (Figure 1(a)) for characterisation of roads in France, one of its functions is acquisition of road images in high resolution and independently of lighting conditions. Data acquisition is performed with two line scan cameras mounted on the vehicle with an angle of approximately 30 degrees, the road surface is illuminated by two laser illuminators (Fig. 1(b)), thus the time of day, varying light conditions and shadows over the road have almost no effect on the quality of the acquired data.

The vehicle works at average speed of 80 kilometers per hour (to meet the requirement of speed limitations in highway and motorway). The resolution of acquired image is 1 mm per pixel, the size of road captured by each image is 3.9 m width and 4 m long, corresponding to the average size of 4096x4096 pixels, 8 bits grey level image. Each second, about 5 images of this large size must be stored, it means that about one terabyte of images are stored in each session of acquisition. In fact, by our experience of data exploration, nearly 60% of these images do not contain any default.

Actually, the data processing is done offline, the detection of defect is performed totally manually by an operator viewing images on screens.
There are different kinds of defects that may be detected, some of them are shown in (Fig. 2). Cracking defect is particularly interesting among the defects of road. Cracks should be detected as soon as possible for doing the maintenance before they develop into more serious problem. In this work, we limit our study to defect of crack type (Fig. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c)). Our aims are: Firstly, to detect presence or more exactly absence of cracks on road surface to reduce the number of images that may be stored and shown to the operator. Secondly, to simplify work of the operator by guessing the cracks detected by our method of image processing.

In this paper, we also try to qualify the road “scanner” of AMAC®. In this paper, we present comparative results of our method on three types of road surface images:

- “Laborator” images
- Static photographs of roads
- Images acquired by AMAC® in dynamic mode with real conditions (weather, shadows, )

The results compared on these different images, in addition, may confirm the quality of our acquisition system.

II. PROBLEM OF ROAD CRACK DETECTION

A. Position of problem

Detection of crack in the road surface image is not a “simple” edge detection problem [1] or a texture analysis problem due to:

- Firstly, various pavement textures that can be encountered on pavement surface images.
- Secondly, cracks are thinner than aggregate size and also the space between them (like we see in the Fig. 2(a))
- And finally, the distribution of aggregates in the pavement is strongly random. It hard to distinguish the changing of aggregates distribution with an appearance of a crack.

The general approach of the defect detection in textured surfaces is to find a “homogeneous” feature of “no defect” textures and to detect the differences caused by presence of a defect. There are several methods in literature for the detection of defects in textured surface reviewed in [5],[6] but most of these methods are for detection of defects on uniform or nearly uniform texture. In these studies, two important features of texture were usually used. These features are orientation and frequency of motifs in analyzed texture. None of these methods have succeeded in the problem of the crack detection on images of pavement.

B. Characteristics of crack

Fig. 2. Some examples of road defect: Longitudinal crack (a), transversal crack (b), alligator crack (c), bleeding (d)

Fig. 3. Characteristics of crack: Crack on a strong texture surface (a), its 3D profile of grey level (b), model of illumination on a crack (c)

Fig. 3(b) shows us the 3D profile of an image of crack in a strong texture situation (Fig. 3(a)). Although the variation of grey level caused by the variation of texture is strong, geometrical specificity of cracks prevent the most part of light that comes into crack to be reflected to camera which capture the image (Fig. 3(c)). We suppose that the crack have two important characteristics:

- The grey level of cracked region is smaller than grey level of other regions of inspected images. It means that “crack” is a region darker than the others.
- A crack is a continuous region.

With these two hypotheses, we propose a simple method for the crack detection on road surface. The main idea of our method is that the crack is the darkest zone in the road image and appears continuous; others dark zones appear randomly and discontinuously.

III. METHOD FOR CRACK DETECTION

In this part, we describe our method for road surface cracks detection. This method can be separated into four steps present
A. Histogram equalization

This first step is to improve the contrast of inspected image and to help thresholding in the next step, being less dependent on the illumination condition and the type of textures in road surface. An example of this operation is shown in Fig. 5.

B. Bi-level thresholding

After improving the contrast of inspected image, the crack-like pixels\(^1\) are detected by applying two thresholds (\(th_{r1}\) and \(th_{r2}\), \(th_{r2} > th_{r1}\)):

- The first threshold \(th_{r1}\) is used to detect the very dark pixels and mostly like crack pixels in the image.
- The threshold \(th_{r2}\) is then used and a pixel is labelled crack-like pixel when not only its grey level is greater than \(th_{r2}\) but also if it is spatially connected to a crack-like pixel previously detected by threshold \(th_{r1}\). This allows a reduction in detection of faults crack-like pixels.

The two thresholds \(th_{r1}\) and \(th_{r2}\) are choosen empirically for adapting to the type of road pavements.

C. Morphological operation

Fig. 6 presents an example of bi-level thresholding applied on two equalized images. One contains cracks and the other contains no defect. After thresholding, in the result of crack image, the crack-like pixels (darkest pixels in the image) appear in some continuous zones but in the result of the image without crack, the crack-like pixels appear randomly and discontinuously like noise. In this step, we, first, apply a “close” operation to connect the close pixels and then an “open” operation [7] to delete isolated pixels. These operations reduce the noisy (isolated) pixels and keep the crack (continuous) pixels.

D. Projection and crack detection

A simple operation is applied to the result image of the morphological step to decide if whether or not the image

\(^1\)Pixels are guessed belonging to a crack
IV. RESULTS

The process described above has been applied to a real set of images acquired by the vehicle AMAC® on 12 kilometres of a motorway. The crack detection result is compared to expert classification. In this paragraph, results of our method on two others types of images are presented.

A. Images used for the tests

The images we use are 8 bits - greyscale images. There are three types of images used in these tests.

- The images acquired by AMAC®. These images were captured by the vehicle running on road. We call them 'dynamic images'. This set of images is captured in real condition by AMAC®, illumination conditions are fixed by laser illuminators on the vehicle.
- The images captured by a Kodak digital camera in static mode. A car is equipped with a fixed camera. It takes pictures at the stop. We call this set of images 'static images'. Captures of images have been made on sunny day but without any additional illumination: the lighting condition is not totally controlled and the captured images may contain some shadows.
- The images taken in laboratory with a fixed camera (Fig. 9), in ideal conditions of illumination. These images have been taken and presented in [9].

B. Result of the detection of crack on dynamic images

With the aims to filter the images without crack, not to store and not to show these images to the operator, TABLE I presents results. The percentage of fault alarm ² is high (12.3%) but the percentage of failure crack detection ³ is very small (0.17%). It is a good result for the purpose of the reduction no-crack images to be stored.

The processing time of our method on each image (4096x4096 pixels) is average 100 milliseconds. Currently, the method is implemented with VC++6 using wxWidgets 2.8, on Windows 2000 SP4, Intel Pentium 2,4 Ghz and 2 Gb RAM. It means about 10 images are processed per seconds. When the vehicle runs at speed of 80 kilometers per hour, each second it stores about 5 images. So our method can be implemented in real time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>Number of images</th>
<th>Errors</th>
<th>Percentage of images detected as crack image</th>
<th>Percentage of images detected as no-crack image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No defect</td>
<td>2318</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>87.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack image</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of failure crack detection</td>
<td>0.17 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of filtered images</td>
<td>71.7 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Results on three images from different types

Fig. 10 demonstrates the result of our method on three images from three containing similar cracks. In this test, the results on AMAC® image and laboratory image are good due to good illumination condition and good position of camera. In both case we can see that cracks appear as a darkly continuous

²An image without crack but detected as a crack image
³An crack image but detected as an image without crack
zone. Results on static images are worse. Discontinuous crack pixels have been detected and there are many noisy pixels. Because of unevenly illuminated conditions and bad position of camera.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a low-complexity method used with AMAC® system has been presented. The results of the method on an acquisition session and its processing time show that the method is well enough and fast enough for filter no-crack images in real time. The results of step morphology can be used to help operator in decision and localization of cracks. Similar results of method on AMAC®’s dynamic images and laboratory images show that illumination conditions of AMAC®, thanks to laser illuminators, is as good enough as in laboratory images.

Further more, we plan to work with more quantified and qualified image database to characterize the capacity of our method on each type of texture, each type and each wide of cracks. These results enable us to qualify the surface road scanner of AMAC®. We are developing others methods to take into account others kind of defects.
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